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[17:00] <Frank_SM> The USS Europa has just cleared it's docking station on DS 27.  It is heading back to Taros with a very unusual looking passenger atop the Sensor Pod... a large deflector array.

[17:00] <Frank_SM> <<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

[17:01] <CTO_Lingn> ::at tactical, humming a peaceful melody::

[17:02] <XO_Durron> @::sitting at the helm station in one of the Europa's shuttle craft watching sensors::

[17:02] <CO_Farrel> ::Sits in the command chair, grinding her teeth.::

[17:02] <CIV_Chitwa> ::walks onto the Bridge, glancing around at everyone there::

[17:02] <TO_Mar> @::on shuttle with XO, heading towards the USS Europa; sitting at operations::

[17:03] <XO_Durron> @Com:Europa: Shuttlecraft two requesting landing clearance. Over.

[17:03] <CTO_Lingn> CIV: Hello Chitwa. ::says in a calm and friendly voice::

[17:03] <CEO_Calma> ::stands in Main Engineering at the massive situation display, which is now showing the schematic for the new deflector array:: Self: Now.. what's the best way to hook this up..?

[17:03] <TO_Mar> @::monitoring communications between XO and Europa::

[17:03] <FCO_Kami> ::at the helm::

[17:04] <XO_Durron> @::Continues closing with the Europa waiting for a response::

[17:04] <CIV_Chitwa> CTO: Hello Mrrr. Lingn.

[17:04] <CTO_Lingn> <friendly>

[17:05] <XO_Durron> @Com:Europa: Shuttlecraft two to Europa, Respond please.

[17:06] <TO_Mar> @::attempts to figure out why the Europa isn't responding to the shuttle's hails...::

[17:06] <CTO_Lingn> @Com: Shuttle: This is the Europa, how may I help you?

[17:06] <CEO_Calma> ::presses a few buttons on his PADD, adding two large EPS taps from the base of the Sensor Pod to the deflector:: Self: We should be able to get by with our lateral sensors.

[17:07] <XO_Durron> @Com: Europa: Shuttlecraft two requesting landing clearance on bay one.  Executive Officer returning from detached duty and Tactical officer coming aboard.

[17:08] <TO_Mar> @::transmits assignment orders to the Europa for verification and clearance to come aboard::

[17:09] <CEO_Calma> Computer: Run a simulation with this configuration. Estimate time until overload.

[17:10] <CTO_Lingn> @COM: Shuttle: Clearance Granted, welcome home.

[17:10] <CIV_Chitwa> ::perks ears:: CTO: Someone new?

[17:10] <CTO_Lingn> @CIV: I think I may have a new officer from the academy.

[17:10] <XO_Durron> @::matches the Europa's speed than eases the ship into the landing bay with the skill that comes from much practice:: TO: Welcome to the Europa.

[17:11] <CO_Farrel> ::Unclenches her teeth, and looks around.::  CIV: Ah Kechara, thanks for coming...  we're going to start the drill as soon as our crewman are aboard.

[17:11] <CEO_Calma> <Computer> CEO: Processing. ::whirps and chirps::

[17:11] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: How are you doing, Honey?~~~

[17:11] <TO_Mar> @XO: Thank you, sir. It's good to be here.

[17:12] <XO_Durron> @::begins post flight checks and spools the shuttle's engines down::

[17:12] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: Fine.  I was just wondering what surprises you have planned for me.~~~

[17:13] <CEO_Calma> <Computer> CEO: No anticipated. Sensor input reduced by fifty percent.

[17:13] <CEO_Calma> Self: That's still within tolerable levels..

[17:13] <TO_Mar> @::begins to power down the ship's systems, making sure none of them need any repairs before hand::

[17:13] <XO_Durron> @::automatically opens the shuttle's door and stands up::TO: After you.

[17:13] <CIV_Chitwa> CO: Nobody's gonna die, Rrright Pawdufwi?

[17:13] <CEO_Calma> <Computer> CEO: Affirmative.

[17:13] <CTO_Lingn> ::grins:: ~~~CO: Duty or..... later?~~~

[17:13] <CEO_Calma> ::rolls eyes:: Computer: Thanks.

[17:14] <CO_Farrel> ::Looks at the CTO after Chitwa's comment.:: CIV: Well, I hope not...

[17:14] <CEO_Calma> ::downloads the plan to his PADD and taps a button to reset the situation display then moves to the MSD::

[17:14] <TO_Mar> @::Steps out of the shuttle and onto the hard metal decking of the shuttlebay:: XO: Why thank you once again, sir

[17:15] <CIV_Chitwa> ::glances back at the CTO:: CTO: I'll be good, Mrrr. Lingn, I prrromise.

[17:15] <CEO_Calma> <<Computer> CEO: No anticipated overload...

[17:15] <CTO_Lingn> ::smiles at Chitwa:: CIV: I am sure you will.

[17:15] <TO_Mar> XO: Shall I report to the Captain for my orders?

[17:16] <CO_Farrel> ::Gives Tral a seductive look for a quick second as Chitwa looks away.::

[17:16] <CTO_Lingn> ::blushes::

[17:17] <XO_Durron> ::picks up a small duffel bag and steps out of the shuttle:: TO: If that is what your orders are.  I anticipate that she will be on the bridge.

[17:18] <TO_Mar> Computer: Computer, locate Captain Farrel...

[17:18] <XO_Durron> ::heads for the Turbolift::

[17:18] <CEO_Calma> *CO*: Captain, I have a workable plan for connecting the new deflector array, but I'll need to basically shut down the Sensor Pod. We'll still have sensor capabilities of a Galaxy-class, so no worries there. Permission to begin the refit?

[17:18] <CTO_Lingn> <Computer> TO: The Bridge.

[17:19] <TO_Mar> ::Heads for the nearest turbolift:: Turbolift: Deck 1, Bridge

[17:19] <CO_Farrel> ::Considers and nods.:: *CEO*: Very well, good work.  I'd like the array ready by the time we reach Taros.
[
17:19] <XO_Durron> ::watches the TO get in the turbolift and steps in behind her not giving any directions to the TL::

[17:19] <TO_Mar> ::Turbolift zooms off to the bridge and the doors part, as Mar walks out:: CO: Ensign Idril Mar reporting for duty,

[17:20] <CIV_Chitwa> ::perks her ears and looks at the new arrival::

[17:21] <CO_Farrel> ::Stands from her chair, and walks over.::  TO: Welcome aboard Ensign Mar.  How was your trip out here?

[17:21] <CEO_Calma> *CO*: She'll be ready. Might take a few days to get the kinks worked out.. but she'll be ready.

[17:22] <XO_Durron> ::steps out of the TL and onto the bridge than looks around, looks at the science station, catches himself and steps back into the turbolift:: TL: Senior officer's quarters

[17:23] <CO_Farrel> *CEO* Good work Lt., Farrel out.

[17:23] <CTO_Lingn> CO: Ms. Enki has not arrived on the ship yet, strange....

[17:23] <TO_Mar> CO: The standard, long flight spanning too long a time, though quite pleasurable as I had Commander Durron's company, sir.

[17:23] <CEO_Calma> ::smiles:: Self: Gotta remember the fudge factor..

[17:25] <CO_Farrel> ::Smiles and nods, then notices Enki's chair eerily empty, and something in her stomach doesn't feel right.::  TO: Sounds like you made a new friend.  We're just about to start our security drill, Lt. Lingn here will brief you.

[17:26] <CIV_Chitwa> *CEO*: TInka-kun, you gonna be okay? I gotta help out Mrrr. Lingn today.

[17:26] <XO_Durron> ::steps off the lift and quickly makes his way to his quarters, quickly puts his bag in a corner than glances over at the two small cargo containers in his quarters, nods to himself and exits his quarters. Than returns to the turbolift:: TL: Bridge.

[17:26] <CTO_Lingn> CIV/TO: Listen up. You two will coordinate security, in attempt to capture some intruders. I will be watching, but I will not help. Ensign, your in command, Chitwa, follow her orders.

[17:26] <TO_Mar> ::quickly scans the room to see if Lt. Lingn is present, then makes her way towards her superior:: CTO: Sir, I believe I'm your new right-hand women.

[17:27] <CEO_Calma> *CIV*: I'm going to busy for a few days, Kechara. Keep him in line for me? ::grins audibly::

[17:27] <TO_Mar> <please put my last above CTO's last, thanks>

[17:27] <CIV_Chitwa> *CEO*: Of courrse, Tinka-kun.

[17:27] <CTO_Lingn> TO:  Are you ready?

[17:27] <CIV_Chitwa> ::looks over at the new TO:: TO: Hello.

[17:28] <TO_Mar> CTO: Whenever you are, sir.

[17:28] <CEO_Calma> *CIV*: That's a good girl. See you at home.

[17:28] <XO_Durron> ::arrives on the bridge, again with a PADD in hand than, walks to the MSD, quickly looking it over::

[17:28] <CTO_Lingn> ::Stiffens his antennae::

[17:28] <CEO_Calma> *SCPO_Freeman*: Senior Chief Freeman, please report to Engineering.

[17:28] <CO_Farrel> ::Watches the TO and CTO and finds herself clenching her teeth again.  Returns to her chair.::

[17:28] <TO_Mar> CIV: Hello. I'm Ensign Mar, but feel free to call me Idril. And you would be?

[17:29] <XO_Durron> FCO: What is our current ETA?

[17:29] <CIV_Chitwa> TO: I'm Chitwa. ::twitches her fluffy tail::

[17:29] <CTO_Lingn> CIV/TO: Let's begin, take your stations.

[17:29] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> ::strides into ME and stands at attention beside the central table:: CEO: Senior Chief Freeman, reporting as ordered, sir.

[17:29] <TO_Mar> CIV: ::Smiles:: Alright then, we should begin my running a full sweep of the ship for any signs of these intruders. DO we have any information on who they might be yet?

[17:30] <FCO_Kami> XO: ETA 9 days, sir

[17:30] <CIV_Chitwa> ::shakes her head:: TO: Nope, sorry.

[17:30] <CTO_Lingn> <Computer> Intruder Alert! Intruder Alert! Intruder Alert!

[17:31] <TO_Mar> CIV: In that case, let's run a general sweep, deck by deck for any life-signs without a combadge. Then we can narrow the search to those and eliminate those civilians who 
are onboard. That should give us somewhere to start at least.

[17:31] <CIV_Chitwa> ::nods:: TO: Okay.... ::thinks:: How do I do that?

[17:31] <TO_Mar> CIV: ::whispers:: And maybe we should kill that alarm, why let intruders know we're onto them?

[17:31] <CEO_Calma> ::looks up:: Self: What the hell? ::thinks:: Oh, right, the drills.

[17:32] <CIV_Chitwa> ::nods:: TO: Yes ma'am. ::taps on the console quickly::

[17:32] <CTO_Lingn> ::watches the pair at work::

[17:32] <TO_Mar> CIV: Here, let me show you. ::taps a few simple commands into the console, patiently explaining the process to Chitwa::

[17:32] <CEO_Calma> All: Ignore that, it's just a Tac drill. We've got work to do.

[17:32] <XO_Durron> FCO: Very good ::looks at the computer display and briefly considers shutting down the voice interface::

[17:32] <CO_Farrel> ::Sits forward, and begins her scenario checklist.::  DutyOPS: Secure transporters and shuttlebays.  Seal off the bridge and main engineering!

[17:33] <CEO_Calma> SCPO: At ease, Chief. ::pulls up the schematic on the MSD:: How many men do you think you'd need to set up new EPS lines through the pod and redirect the power to the new deflector?

[17:34] <TO_Mar> CIV: Let's begin sending security teams to sweep the ship visually, they might find something the sensors miss. Two pairs per deck should be enough.

[17:34] <CIV_Chitwa> TO: Thanks. ::watches her carefully::

[17:34] <CO_Farrel> XO: Mr. Durron, sound general quarters for all none-essential personnel.

[17:34] <XO_Durron> ::calmly walks to the bridge weapon's locker and pulls out the side arms, verifies the charge, than checks the safeties and hands them out to the bridge crew::CO: Yes ma'am

[17:35] <CTO_Lingn> <Elite Rouge Tangos> ::attempts to force their way into Engineering, quietly::

[17:35] <CO_Farrel> ::Takes the phaser from Durron who is passing them out, and holsters it.::

[17:35] <TO_Mar> CIV: Decks 1-5 seem to be clear of any intruders, so let's restrict them to essential personnel only - that is those whose stations are on those decks or who are assigned there by us

[17:35] <CEO_Calma> ::twitches an ear and looks over his shoulder::

[17:35] <XO_Durron> *All hands* All non-essential hands secure to general quarters.  This is a drill.  All non-essential personnel to general quarters. This is a drill.

[17:35] <TO_Mar> ::keys in the associated commands::

[17:36] <CTO_Lingn> :: grabs himself a hand phaser, and walks over, standing behind Mar::

[17:37] <FCO_Kami> ::goes to get his side-arm and returns to his station::

[17:37] <CEO_Calma> ::listens to the XO's voice:: Self: Elbereth. All: All right, you heard the Commander. Everybody non-essential out of the pit!

[17:37] <TO_Mar> CIV: I'm detecting activity outside of Main Engineering. Erecting a Level 5 containment field around the room in which the anomalous activity is taking place.

[17:38] <CTO_Lingn> <Bridge Computer> Explosion has been detected near the Primary Brig!

[17:38] <CEO_Calma> ::sighs and looks at the forces in ME:: Tangos: Hell of a time the Lieutenant picked to run his drills.

[17:38] <CIV_Chitwa> TO: Main engineerrring?! Tinka-kun's down therrre.

[17:38] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> CEO: Does that include me, sir?

[17:39] <TO_Mar> CIV: I'm not too familiar with the ship's layout yet. Is main engineering on the same deck as the brig?

[17:39] <CTO_Lingn> <Elite Rouge Patton> CEO: We have secured engineering. We will stay out of
your way.

[17:39] <CEO_Calma> ::thinks:: SCPO: No, you're my Chief of Staff; you're the enlisted me. Stay here.

[17:39] <TO_Mar> ::quickly erects force field around the Security center, Sickbay, the Brig and all other essential and key facilities::

[17:40] <CEO_Calma> Patton: Well, considering we're on battle alert, it's not like I can get any work done anyway. ::thinks:: Can I get you a coffee?

[17:40] <TO_Mar> CTO/CO: Permission to seal

[17:40] <CEO_Calma> ::looks over at the situation display; it's practically solid red::

[17:40] <XO_Durron> ::watches the bridge crew work especially watching the new TO::

[17:40] <TO_Mar> <seal off all non essential facilities>

[17:40] <CTO_Lingn> <Patton> Team: Let's take our simulated prisoners. Contact the bridge, tell them we have hostages.

[17:41] <CTO_Lingn> TO: Seal.

[17:41] <TO_Mar> ::begins to lock down all bulkheads throughout the ship, except for essential entry points::

[17:41] <CO_Farrel> TO: Granted.  activate force fields on all decks, security clearance can only override them.  Also, secure the turbolifts.

[17:42] <TO_Mar> CO: They seem to have taken hostages, sir. Permission to take the fight to them, so to speak?

[17:42] <CTO_Lingn> <Random Team Member> Patton: Team two is in place, ready for second objective. Team three will randomly attack areas, starting now.

[17:43] <CO_Farrel> TO: Not yet, get me their leader on comm.

[17:43] <CEO_Calma> ::raises an eyebrow at team three's objective:: Self: They'd better be using blanks, Tral...

[17:43] <CTO_Lingn> <Patton> Self: Good.

[17:43] <TO_Mar> ::quickly establishes a link to the rebel leader.::

[17:43] <XO_Durron> CO: May I remind you captain that Starfleet does not negotiate with terrorists.

 [17:44] <CTO_Lingn> <Patton> *CO*:Glad you decided to call....

[17:44] <CEO_Calma> ::retreats to his office and sits down, waiting out the end of the drill::

[17:45] <CEO_Calma> SCPO: Coffee?

[17:46] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> CEO: I'd love one.

[17:46] <CIV_Chitwa> TO: They'rrre still in Engineerrring, rright?

[17:46] <CEO_Calma> SCPO: How do you take it?

[17:46] <CO_Farrel> ::Looks over at Durron and then activates the comm.::  *Patton* And what are your demands? 

[17:46] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> CEO: Black.

[17:46] <CEO_Calma> ::walks over to the replicator:: Computer: One raktajino and one coffee, black.

[17:46] <TO_Mar> CO: ::sends text message to the Captain's console:: "I have teams stationed outside of all of Engineering's entrances... doors and Jefferies' tubes. They await your orders."

[17:46] <CEO_Calma> <Computer> ::whirs and creates the desired beverages::

[17:47] <CTO_Lingn> <Patton> *CO*:I want you..... <Team Two> :: Bypasses bridge security, and charges for the Captain::

[17:47] <CEO_Calma> ::takes the drinks and hands Freeman his drink:: SCPO: Cheers. ::takes a sip::

[17:48] <CO_Farrel> ::leaps up from her chair and fires her phaser on simulated mode towards those charging for her.::

[17:48] <TO_Mar> ::TO detects the hacking before its finished and stands ready as they barge into the room, training a phaser on them as they enter::

[17:48] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> ::chuckles and takes a drink of his coffee:: CEO: Think this'll take long?

[17:48] <TO_Mar> ::takes the Captain's lead and opens fire on simulated heavy stun::]

[17:49] <FCO_Kami> ::leaps from his station at the ready::

[17:49] <CTO_Lingn> <Team 2> ::throws simulated stun and smoke grenades::

[17:49] <CTO_Lingn> <Simulated>

[17:49] <XO_Durron> ::looks at the people charging onto the bridge and moves behind the science console waiting quietly::

[17:49] <CIV_Chitwa> ::yelps and hides behind the TO::

[17:49] <CEO_Calma> ::frowns and shakes his head:: SCPO: Nah, Tral's got one of the best departments in Fifth Fleet. Frankly, I'm surprised it's taken this long. He must be letting that new kid handle it.

[17:50] <CTO_Lingn> <Team 2 Member> ::sneaks up behind Durron, and stuns him::

[17:50] <TO_Mar> CIV: ::whispers:: Don't worry, just get behind the console.

[17:50] <XO_Durron> ::looks at the Team member, raises his hands and drops the phaser::Member: I'm dead.

[17:50] <CO_Farrel> ::Stops firing, as she can't see through the smoke.:: Computer, command lockout, authorization Farrel 99 Delta-Omicron.

[17:50] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> CEO: New kid?

[17:51] <TO_Mar> ::Opens fire again, knocking the lead intruder dead in the chest::]

[17:51] <CEO_Calma> ::looks around as every screen in sight suddenly displays "LOCKED OUT":: Self: For crying out loud.

[17:51] <CTO_Lingn> <Ravenprowler> ::grabs the CO, and beams out to Engineering with the rest of the team::

[17:51] <TO_Mar> CIV: Access the transporter controls, beam them off the bridge if you can get a lock.

[17:51] <CIV_Chitwa> ::crawls under a console:: *CEO*: Tinka-kun...you okay?

[17:52] <TO_Mar> ::Yells in frustration as he sees them beam away.::

[17:52] <CEO_Calma> SCPO: Yeah, he just got a new Ensign as his assistant. Trill girl by the name of Idril Mar.

[17:52] <CEO_Calma> ::holds up a hand::

[17:52] <CO_Farrel> Oh!  ::Her cry fades away into the transporter beam.::

[17:52] <TO_Mar> *Security*: All teams, report to Engineering. They've taken the Captain hostage. I repeat report to Engineering.

[17:52] <CEO_Calma> ::puts on an out-of-breath voice:: *CIV*: Yeah.. yeah, we're still in one piece down here!

[17:52] <CTO_Lingn> TO: Prepare Swat teams, and storm Engineering. Just a suggestion.

[17:53] <TO_Mar> ::Keys in commands to a nearby weapons locker, grabbing two phaser rifles from the container:: CIV: Know how to use one of these?

[17:53] <CEO_Calma> ::hears the TO and mouths, "what?!" then goes and recycles his raktajino::

[17:53] <CIV_Chitwa> *CEO*: I need yourrr help...seems theirrr base is in Enginerring...what can you see frrom wherre you arre?

[17:53] <CIV_Chitwa> ::catches the rifle and looks it over:: TO: Umm...no.

[17:53] <TO_Mar> CTO: I'm a step ahead of you, sir. They're already in position and awaiting our arrival.

[17:54] <CEO_Calma> *CIV*: They've.. they've taken hostages. They're holding them by the Warp core, I don't know what they're going to do with them!

[17:54] <CTO_Lingn> <Ravenprowler> ::ties the Captain to a console::

[17:54] <XO_Durron> ::Watches the bridge crew disintrestedly::CTO: It's your ship. I'm dead.

[17:54] <TO_Mar> CIV: Then just remove the power cell, they won't know you can't fire it.

[17:54] <TO_Mar> CTO/CIV: Ready?

[17:54] <CIV_Chitwa> ::thinks:: TO: Alrrrighty.

[17:54] <CTO_Lingn> TO: Do what you must. The Captain and the Warp Core should be secured.

[17:55] <CO_Farrel> ::Squirms against the ropes.:: TO: I think you're enjoying this a little too much Ensign.  

[17:55] <CEO_Calma> ::grabs a safetied phaser and indicates for the SCPO to follow him into a JT access::

[17:55] <CTO_Lingn> ::sits in the command chair::

[17:55] <TO_Mar> Computer: Computer, two to beam directly outside of Engineering. Energize when ready.

[17:55] <CTO_Lingn> <Ravenprowler> CO: Maybe... ::smiles a toothy Grin::

[17:55] <TO_Mar> ::gets swept away by the transporter beam and appears before the doors to Main Engineering.::

[17:56] <CO_Farrel> TO: Well you know what happens next... 

[17:56] <CIV_Chitwa> ::looks up at the TO::

[17:56] <CTO_Lingn> <Security Teams> TO: We are ready to flashbang them. They should be blinded for a second.

[17:56] <CO_Farrel> TO: At least release the other hostages, you have me know.

[17:56] <CTO_Lingn> FCO: Your on the swat team. Beam down there.

[17:57] <TO_Mar> Security Officer: Alert all teams. I want them all to storm Engineering on my mark. Objectives: Secure the CO and the Warp Core. Avoid casualties at all costs.

[17:57] <FCO_Kami> CTO: Aye Computer: Computer, one to beam to Main Engineering

[17:57] <XO_Durron> ::walks up to the FCO's console and nods to the FCO::FCO: Have fun.

[17:57] <FCO_Kami> ::sees his view change from the bridge to the door at main engineering, prepares his phaser rifle::

[17:57] <TO_Mar> ::Taps in controls on the wall console, lowering the rooms shields... just as the FCO materializes::

[17:58] <FCO_Kami> ::positions himself next to the door for cover::

[17:58] <CTO_Lingn> <Security> TO: Ready....

[17:58] <TO_Mar> FCO: You're with me, take Chitwa's rifle. ::throws Chitwa a hand phaser, and throws a power pack to Kami::

[17:58] <CEO_Calma> ::waits patiently in the JT access for something to happen so he can get back to work::

[17:58] <FCO_Kami> TO: Aye

[17:58] <FCO_Kami> ::catches the power pack::

[17:58] <CIV_Chitwa> ::catches the hand phaser and grins::

[17:59] <FCO_Kami> ::closes his eyes and takes a deep breath in preparation. Smiles wide:: TO: Lets do this!

[17:59] <TO_Mar> *Security*: Mark! ::storms through the doors, phaser rifle blasting at the rebel team inside.::

[17:59] <XO_Durron> ::sits at the helm station and verifies that the ships course and speed are 
remaining constant::

[17:59] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: I'm tied up like real damsel in distress down here...~~  ::Trying to work the ropes loose.::  ~~...sounds like one of your ideas Tral.~~

[17:59] <TO_Mar> ::knocks those around the Captain unconscious, with the help of his other security officers appearing around the room by transporter.::

[17:59] <CIV_Chitwa> ::gulps and watches the TO and FCO storm in, then glances around for the CO and CEO::

[18:00] <FCO_Kami> ::follows the TO::

[18:00] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Sorry, I could not resist.... ::grins:: ~~~

[18:00] <CIV_Chitwa> ::tucks the phaser into her belt and gallops on all fours towards the Captain::

[18:00] <CTO_Lingn> <Elite Rouges> ::temporally blinded by flashbang::

[18:01] <FCO_Kami> ::opens fire on a near by rebel team member::

[18:01] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: I'm going to tie you up later...~~

[18:01] <CIV_Chitwa> ::extends her claws, beginning to work on the ropes, holding the Captain::

[18:01] <CTO_Lingn> <Elite Rouge Member> ::falls to the ground::

[18:02] <CO_Farrel> CIV: Kechara, my heroine... ::giggles.::

[18:02] <CEO_Calma> ::gives a fake yawn::

[18:02] <CTO_Lingn> <Elite Rouges> ::returns fire::

[18:02] <FCO_Kami> ::dives into a prone position finishing off a few more rebels::

[18:02] <CEO_Calma> <SCPO_Freeman> ::snickers::

[18:02] <CIV_Chitwa> ::hands the CO her phaser and runs off for the CEO's office::

[18:03] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Another hidden fantasy? ::snickers, and blushes:: ~~~

[18:03] <TO_Mar> ::keeps firing with the rest of his squad, taking calculated shots and rendering all the rogues unconscious... without any casualties::

[18:03] <XO_Durron> CTO: I'm surprised that..::glances at the Andorian and catches the blush::...you aren’t in engineering saving the captain.

[18:03] <CO_Farrel> ::Grabs Ravenprowler from behind, and holds a phaser to his neck.:: TO: I got you! Order your men to cease fire... or I'll use it!

[18:04] <CTO_Lingn> <Ravenprowler> Men: Cease fire!

 [18:07] <TO_Mar> ::scans the room:: All clear, mission complete!

[18:07] <TO_Mar> Security: Casualty report?

[18:08] <FCO_Kami> ::recovers from his prone position and safeties his weapon::

[18:08] <CEO_Calma> ::hears through the door and opens it:: TO: Thank you!

[18:08] <CTO_Lingn> ::beams down to Engineering::

[18:08] <TO_Mar> CEO: Sorry it took so long...

[18:08] <CEO_Calma> ::walks back to his office and orders a new raktajino from the replicator::

[18:08] <CIV_Chitwa> ::sees Tinka-kun and hops into his arms:: CEO: We saved you!

[18:08] <CO_Farrel> ::Calls over some of her TOs.:: TOs: Tie him up!  ::points to Ravenprowler.::

[18:08] <XO_Durron> ::watches the CTO beam off the bridge and glances around wondering who is in charge as he is 'dead'::

[18:08] <CEO_Calma> TO: You're new, don't worry about it.

[18:09] <CO_Farrel> *her

[18:09] <CEO_Calma> ::gives the CIV a one-armed hug:: CIV: I'm glad to hear it, Kechara.

[18:09] <TO_Mar> CEO: I'll try not to, but I can't make any guarantees.

[18:09] <CTO_Lingn> *XO*: Exercise is over

[18:09] <FCO_Kami> Self: Well, that was fun. ::smiles::

[18:09] <XO_Durron> *CTO* Acknowledged.

[18:09] <CEO_Calma> ::smiles:: TO: I like you already. Glad to know our new blood's capable.

[18:10] <CO_Farrel> ::Holsters her phaser.:: CIV/TO/FCO: Good work all...  you saved the day.

[18:10] <XO_Durron> *All Hands* Drill concluded, resume normal duties and return to your stations.

[18:10] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: You said something about tying me up?~~~ ::sneaks up behind her::

[18:10] <TO_Mar> CEO: As an old Earth saying goes, "You watch my back, I'll watch yours."


[18:10] <CIV_Chitwa> ::grins:: Self: Cool. I did something rrright.

[18:10] <CEO_Calma> TO: Consider it done. ::offers his hand:: Lieutenant Malta-Tinco Calma, Chief Engineer.

[18:10] <XO_Durron> ::remains at the helm station::

[18:11] <FCO_Kami> ::overhears:: TO: I seem to remember something about scratching in that saying

[18:11] <TO_Mar> CO: Thanks, sir. But I should have secured Engineering earlier and much better, same goes for the Bridge

[18:11] <CEO_Calma> ::ruffles the CIV's mane:: CIV: More often than you'd think, too.

[18:11] <TO_Mar> CO: If I'd done my job correctly, you wouldn't have even left your chair unless you wanted to.

[18:11] <CO_Farrel> ::spins around aggressively, and grabs him.:: ~~CTO: Careful sneaking up on me like that, If this was a real exercise I might have stunned you.~~

[18:12] <CO_Farrel> ::looks at him mischievously.::

[18:12] <CTO_Lingn> ::kisses her::

[18:12] <CIV_Chitwa> ::grins at the CEO::

[18:12] <CEO_Calma> ::looks at the CO and raises an eyebrow:: CO: I'll just get back to connecting the deflector, then.

[18:12] <FCO_Kami> ::sits on the ground, gets a rag from his pocket and begins to clean his weapon::

[18:12] <CO_Farrel> ::Kisses the CTO back.::

[18:13] <TO_Mar> CO/CTO: ::more under breath:: I guess I missed something...

[18:13] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO; Are we off duty now?~~~

[18:13] <CEO_Calma> CIV: You busy? I've got some interesting work to do in the Pod.

[18:14] <CO_Farrel> ~~~CTO: No...~~~  ::Nudges him back and recollects herself.::  

[18:14] <CIV_Chitwa> ::looks over at the CTO:: CTO: Can I help Tinka-kun Mrrr. Lingn?

[18:14] <TO_Mar> ::decides to leave the love birds alone and heads off to the Bridge...::

[18:14] <CTO_Lingn> CIV: Permission Granted.

[18:15] <CIV_Chitwa> ::grins and looks up at the CEO: CEO: I'm all yourrrs.

[18:15] <CEO_Calma> ::chuckles:: CTO: Thanks, Tral. ::heads back to the main MSD:: CIV: All right, we've got a couple of days work ahead of us.

[18:15] <TO_Mar> ::relieves other TO at the Tactical station and begins running system diagnostics, while reviewing a recording of the simulation to see what she could have done better::

[18:16] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Looks like the rest of the crew does not care about us...~~~

[18:16] <CIV_Chitwa> ::trots after the CEO:: CEO: Just tell me what needs doing.

[18:16] <FCO_Kami> ::pockets his rag, holsters his weapon and proceeds to the bridge. On his way out:: TO: Was nice working with you.

[18:16] <XO_Durron> ::looks around the bridge still seated at the helm station::

[18:16] <CEO_Calma> ::looks at the console; it's still blinking, "LOCKED OUT"::

[18:17] <CO_Farrel> ~~~CTO: Good.~~~  ::Clears throat.:: Computer, release command lockout, authorization Farrel 99 Delta Omicron.

[18:17] <TO_Mar> ::Quickly realizes that she hasn't disabled all the ship's lockouts and does so, except for the command one that was imposed by the Captain.

[18:17] <TO_Mar> < :: >

[18:17] <XO_Durron> ::ignores the 'locked' tag on the helm station as he doesn’t need to input commands but notices when it is removed::

[18:17] <CEO_Calma> CIV: Well, we need to hook up that great big deflector that's sitting on the Sensor Pod.

[18:17] <FCO_Kami> ::sighs:: Self: Ignored as always. ::shrugs::

[18:19] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Still want to tie me up?~~~

[18:19] <CIV_Chitwa> ::nods:: CEO: Okay...do we have some duct tape?

[18:19] <CTO_Lingn> ::blushes::

[18:20] <FCO_Kami> ::proceeds to the bridge and approaches his station:: XO: May I?

[18:20] <CEO_Calma> ::watches the schematic reappear on the console and laughs:: CIV: Actually, DS27 did the attachment; we just need to hook it up the EPS system and the ODN.

[18:21] <XO_Durron> ::stands up::FCO: All yours.

[18:21] <FCO_Kami> XO: Thank you very much, sir!

[18:21] <CO_Farrel> ::Pushes Tral down on the console and starts tying him up.::

[18:21] <CEO_Calma> CIV: The problem is, we'll be redirecting a lot of power from the sensor pod, so we have to work deck by deck through the Pod.

[18:21] <FCO_Kami> ::takes his seat and begins working on the ship's course, double and triple checking it::

[18:21] <CTO_Lingn> CO: Whoa! I thought you weren't serious.

[18:22] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Sorry, I don't know what came over me...  ::blinks for a moment, and drops the ropes.::

[18:22] <CIV_Chitwa> CEO: Oh.....wonderrrful.

[18:23] <CTO_Lingn> CO: Are you alright?

[18:24] <XO_Durron> ::walks over to the command chair and sits down watching the crew go about there business::TO/FCO: Get those phasers off the bridge.

[18:24] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Fine.  Are you?

[18:24] <CTO_Lingn> CO Alright...

[18:24] <CEO_Calma> CIV: You don't have to if you don't want to. I'm sure Tral could find you something much more exciting to do.

[18:24] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Well, let's get back to the bridge..

[18:24] <TO_Mar> TO: Yes, sir. ::replaces the rifle in the weapons locker::

[18:24] <CIV_Chitwa> CEO: No, it's not that.

[18:24] <TO_Mar> XO: Sorry, sir. Won't happen again.

[18:25] <CEO_Calma> CIV: Then what is it?

[18:25] <FCO_Kami> XO: Aye ::walks to the weapons locker and replaces the weapon, then proceeds back to his station::

[18:25] <CTO_Lingn> ::follows Hali::

[18:25] <XO_Durron> TO: Very good.

[18:26] <CIV_Chitwa> CEO: You'd think with all this technology that it would be morrre....plug and play, you know?

[18:27] <CEO_Calma> CIV: Yeah, I thought DS27 would have done it themselves. Ah well. I guess they're afraid to mess something up in our ship.

[18:27] <FCO_Kami> ::closes his eyes and reviews everything that happened.::

[18:28] <CIV_Chitwa> CEO: Well wherrre do we starrrt?

[18:30] <CEO_Calma> CIV: D Deck. I'll need to call five more engineers down here to go over the battle plan, so we all know what we're doing. Do you want to lead a team or work with me?

[18:31] <CIV_Chitwa> ::eyes wide....blinks as she thinks:: CEO: You think I could lead a team?

[18:04] <Frank_SM> <<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

